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11:43, Saturday Night 
 
Joey, Juan and Scoot cut through Foley Square 
amid unseasonably warm, still cool mid-January mist, 
empty a can of lighter fluid onto damp cardboard, 
dull and tattered hefty bags and dank layers  
of donated clothes and blankets. 
 
Juan flicks a disposable lighter, close enough— 
the saturated cardboard, too damp to burn, the  
shroud of alcohol, an instant fireball— 
the boys, 39 collective years of  
militant ignorance, warm their hands and faces,  
wait to see if the man within will awaken. 
 
Jeffrey Samuels crawls howling from the blaze, 
collapses, prostrate on the cold, damp grass; 
the boys kick his head, his ribs, his groin, 
mostly his head—still kicking, oblivious to the lights 
and sirens when the cops surround and arrest them. 
 
The fire consumes the alcohol, scorches the grass, but 
the damp shelter refuses to burn. 
53 year-old, divorced, alcoholic father of two, 
two Purple Hearts before his twenty-first year, 
spat on and three times arrested protesting the war 
after his discharge—now just trying to sleep: succeeds 
forever.  Scoot says he didn't know the guy was a soldier. 
 
The retired high-school counselor reads the death notice: 
had he known that Jeffrey's father beat him, 
he might have done more—maybe help him get into college. 
The parish priest, after daily Mass 
in the sacristy caressed young Jeffrey's genitals, 
regrets having done that—had he known his homelessness,  
might have reached out to him. 
 
Sam Samuels   and   Linda Samuels, married 51 years, 
never   see   their   son after the war;  
never  care  how  he  lives, never know how he dies. 
 
Moses Tooley, doing his best commuter imitation, 
keeping warm in South Ferry Terminal, recognizes  
the cops, but not their expressions, when they escort 
him to the squad car:   "Jeffrey's dead.       Sorry. 
We can't let you stay here."  Moses remembers  
their last cup of coffee together 
the night before, joking with the Midnight Run kids 
from some high school.  He closes his eyes and cries.          [Stanza Break] 
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Margaret reads of his death 
in the Daily News and cries alone in bed. 
She wishes there were less of him to know: 
emptiness, anger, betrayal,  
drink and abuse.  Less pain. 
 
She arranges the funeral: sits with her sons 
 
in the second pew;  
 
  flagless casket, front and center;  
 
 
off-duty cop and  
 Moses  ten  pews       back.   
 
The priest's generic eulogy:  
by a    stranger   for a  stranger; 
 
No one sings. 
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